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Abstract

The aim of this communication is to study wSth a new scope the conditions of the equilibrium

m an air transport_ market where t_n_ rz_mnmtitixto_x _;,-1;,_,,o o.,,_ vl.,_.,_uuts.':-- x._at,u_-_t_tuxxue-:-" is

supposed to adopt a strategy maximizing its profit while its estimation of the demand has a

fuzzy nature. This leads each company to optimize a program of its proposed services

(frequency of the flights and ticket prices) characterized by some fuzzy parameters. The case

of monopoly is being taken as a benchmark. Classical convex optimization can be used to

solve this decision problem. This approach provides the airline with a new decision tool

where uncertainty can be taken into account explicitly. The confrontation of the strategies of

the companies, in the ease of duopoly, leads to the definition of a fuzzy equilibrium.

This concept of fuzzy equifibrium is more general and can be applied to several other

domains. The formulation of the optimization problem and the methodological consideration

adopted for its resolution are presented in their general theoretical aspect.

In the case of air transportation, where the conditions of management of operations are
critical, this approach should offer to the manager elements needed to the consolidation of its

decisions depending on the circumstances (ordinary, exceptional events,..) and to be prepared
to face all possibilities.

Keywords: air transportation, competition equilibrium, convex optimization , fuzzy
modeling,



I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the competition between operators in a transportation market has been done in

several situations and under multiple hypotheses, the approach here treats this problem in the
case where the estimation of demand is fuzzy.

The decision making and the choice of the strategies of an operator either when he is

monopolistic or when there is a competition with other operator(s), need an estimation of his

share of the market. This estimation of the demand is in general obtained through econometric
regressions based on historic data and through statistical methods. In such a case, a crisp

function depending on the explicative variables is obtained. Some authors[l] have recently

proposed to use _ modeling techniques to represent the uncertainty, related with the

demand. In this paper, the operators supply decision making process under a fuzzy estimation
of demand is investigated and a fuzzy equilibrium situation is considered.

But before the study of the competition, and in the section II, the case of monopoly has been
treated in both crisp and fuzzy estimation of demand function.

II. MONOPOLY: CHOICE OF PRICE AND SUPPLY

Let consider first a transport market where only one operator is acting. This operator has to

choose the level of its supply Q and its price p, in order to maximize its profit _. The market

is characterized by a demand function Dip) and the operations cost which is supposed to be a

function of the level of operator's supply Q and is denoted C(Q). The satisfied demand is

given by: min{D(p), Q} and the profit is equal to" Ir = p.min D(p_(_. Here the demand

is supposed independent of the supply level and is assumed to depend only on the price.

When an estimation b(p) of the demand function is available, the program of the operator is:

Maximize p.min /) (_C(-_
p,Q

In this part, two cases are treated: first, the classical case, in which demand is considered as a

crisp perfectly known function, is recalled. Then the analysis of the case of a fuzzy
estimation of the demand function is developed

A. Demand as a crisp function

It is assumed, in this first part, that/9(p) is a crisp function and that the cost function is also

exactly known by the operator.

The illustration of the displayed concepts will be achieved in the linear case (linear demand

and cost functions).

Illustration:

For simplicity, these demand and cost functions are assumed to be linear:

O(p) = D 0 - A.p , for O<Pmm <p<p_ <Do/A ,

where O 0, )_, Promand Pm_xare strictly positive parameters.

And C(Q)=c 0+c.Q for0<Q_<Q_,

where c, c0 and Qmax are strictly positive parameters, c0 is the fixed cost, c is a constant

marginal cost and Qm_x is the supply capacity of the operator. It is supposed in this study that
the lower and upper bounds ofp and Q are never reached. The program of the company is:



I

r p,Q

Two cases are considered, depending on the nature of the satisfied demand:

D i-"case: D(p)_<Q
In this case, the demand is considered to be not limited by the level of supply but by the price

level and the profit of the operator is given by: _r(p,Q) = p.D(p)-C(Q), for a given price p.

7z decreases when Q increases (for a given p) so the couple (p,Q) achieving the maximum

profit for this case takes place when Q is exactly equal to D(p). The problem reduces here to:

Max
P

such lhat D(p)__Q

The resolution of such a program is more or less

expressions of the demand and cost functions.
hard de pending on the respective

Application to the linear case:

In this case, optimality is obtained from the first and second order Lagrange conditions.

The first order Lagrange's condition : i_ / i_p=0

Leads to a unique solution: p* = c / 2 + D O/ 2_

and since the second order condition

_27r/ Op2 = -22 < 0

is always satisfied, this value of price p* is optimal for this program.
The corresponding level of supply is equal to:

Observe that this equality supposes that Do > xc. The optimal profit can then be written as:

_* = ((D0 -_)/2) 2/z-c0 (1)

,,, ,oM

In this case, the satisfied demand is limited by the level of supply and the program of the

company becomes:

.f - c(o)
L D(p)_>Q

Application to the linear case: here the assumption D(p) >_Q, implies an upper limit for p:

p < (Do-Q) / X. When p increases and Q stays unchanged, the profit increases so the optimal

value for p is equal to its maximum allowed value that is to say: p* = (Do - Q) / 4 .

Then the profit can be expressed as a function of Q, only; and it can be maximized with

respect to the level of supply. The optimality conditions lead to the same expression for the

expected profit as in the first case as expressed in (1).

B. Fuzzy estimation of demand:

In this subsection, the estimation of the demand adopted by the company is considered as

fuzzy. For a given price, /3(p)is for simplicity assumed to be represented by a trapezoidal



fuzzynumber.Figure:fig.1sketchessuchafunction by showingfor the interval PI_

"level curves" of B(p): 02 and D._ are the curves for which the degree of membership

becomes equal to 1, D_ and 04 are the curves for which the grade of membership starts from

zero (see figl '). For consistency reasons, these four functions are supposed not to intersect on

the domain pi_ •

D(@) _ _ Implvl_vble

For every price p in the allowed domain, the membership function _ of the demand d,

represented by fig. 2. is defined as follows:

f d_Ol(p ) ifOl(p)<_d<_D2(p )

O2(P)- Ol(p)

1 if D 2 (p) < d < D 3 (p)

d-D4(p) if D3(p)< d < O4(p)
D3 (P) - D 4(P)

0 if d<Dj(p) or d > Da(p)

The fuzziness of demand propagates to the profit of the operator and when this latter chooses

the couple (p,Q), he should get a fuzzy estimation of his profit _.

Let _p,e be the fuzzy estimation of the satisfied demand corresponding to (p,Q):

_-p.o =min(/)(p),O) ; the membership function of _p.e is denoted_ p'° , this membership function

is deduced from the one of B ( p ) :

_f,e(s)=_(s) if s<Q,

l.t:'e (O) = [min bt_ (d),max /_ (d) l
k a_e d>-e J

and pB'° (s) = 0 if s> Q

4
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Then the fuzzy estimation of the profit of the company corresponding to the couple (p,Q) is
given by:

_(p, Q) = p-_ P'P-C(Q)

And the membership function pf,0(r_) of _(p,Q)is obtained from the one ofs as follows:

= ,,o[(n +C(Q))/p]

To every, feasible couple (p,Q), corresponds a fuzzy set representative of the distribution of

the estimate of the corresponding profit. To solve its decision problem, the company has to

choose a couple (p, Q). It is not possible to compare directly fuzzy numbers, however, since
demand is expected m be represented by a convex _ set, it will be the ease also for the

profit and different possibilities appear to rank convex fuzz 3- sets: ranking according to the

baryeenter of the fuzzy set, or by more sophisticated methods as in [3] . In a simpler

consideration, and when the fiu2y numbers are normalized, which is the ease here (in fact,

here for every (p,Q), there exists at least a _rsuch as uff ,o (_r)= 1 ( 7r/_ = 1 _ _) (as shown

memahe_hin ;_ _rnm! in!.
A

in this case, the calcuiation of the expected profit maposes the consideration of five different
profit subsets configurations: depending on the shape of the membership function of _ as it is
sketched by the five figures 3.

• 14 ease: Q _ D, tP) ; ( a trapeze, fig.3a)

• 2_t case: o._(p)<_Q<_O,(p);(apcntagon, fig.3b)

• 3rd ease: D2(p)<_Q<o,(p), ( rectangulartrapeze, fig.3c)

• 4 th case: D, (r ) -<Q < o 2 (p) ; (a union of a triangle with a vertical segment, fig.3d)

• 5thcase: Q _<D_(p), (a vertical segment, fig.3e).

The expected profit is here taken as the barycenter of the fuzzy base of n.

Let _r,Lo,Q) be the surrogate value adopted to rank the expected profits. Once a couple

(p*,Q*) such as:

ne(P*, Q*)=Max n'¢(p,Q)
p,o

has been found, a fuzzy estimation of the best expected profit is given by the membership
function /_"°* (_r).

An alternate approach, a conservative one, could be, instead of trying to maximize the profit,

to minimiTe the poss_%le loss, according to rigA. It is possible to assign too, to each couple
(p, Q), a measure of this risk.



Application to the linear case: for simplicity, these four functions are assumed to be linear:

D(p)= Dio -A.,p, i • 1,2,_ Pmin <P<-Pma_ (seefig. 5)

here D io and ;t _ are positive parameters. (D_o)t_ 4 and ( D io /)_)l_i_4 are taken

as increasing sequences (these functions do not intersect on p _ ).

D(p)

D,,_ > p°r'

I)3o

D2o

Dto \

\

\

/

P_

_ case

P
>

m. COMPETITION UNDER DUOPOLY

Here, it is supposed that two companies are operating on the same market. Each company i

(ie {1,2}), attracts a demand Di depending on the prices Pl and p2 of both companies and

produces a supply level denoted Qi which costs to it Ci(Qi). These operators are supposed not

to co-operate but to compete playing a Coumot game. The 'Cournot' equilibrium of a such

game is studied in this section. The case of crisp demand functions of the two operators is

revisited in a first part and then the case of fuzzy estimation of the demands is treated in the

second part

Every firm i (i e {1,2})will suppose that the parameters Pj_i and Qj_i are known, and will

choose its price Pi and supply level Qi that maximize its profit ni depending on these values.

When an estimation of the demand function D_(p_,p_) is given, the program of the

company i is then

f max p,.min /),(_Q, - C,(--------_

Pi ,0,

Pj_i and Qj_i are taken as known.

the case of crisp demand functions of the two operators is revisited in a first part and then the

case of fuzzy estimation of the demands is treated in the second part.

A. Demand as a crisp function."

It is assumed in this first part that /_(Pl,P2) and /)2(pl,p2)are crisp functions and the cost

functions C1(Q1) and C2(Q2) are exactly known by the operators



Application: demand and cost as linear functions:

Here again, the demand and cost functions of both companies are assumed to be linear:

Di(p,,Py) =Dio -)'i.Pi +g,Pj, for O<#_(pj)<p,<-fl.,_(p:)<D,o/_+(_/,_)pj, i_ 1,2

where Dio,A._tzi(<,_), 'Pm and p_ are strictly positive parameters fori _ 1,2 -.

Ci(Q,)=qo+ci.Q, for O<Qi <<-Q_,_ , i¢ 12-.

where c_ cio and Q_,_ are strictly positive parameters, cio is the fixed cost, ci is a constant

marginal cost for the firm i and Q'.... is its supply capacity. It is supposed here that the lower

and upper bounds of pi and Qi are never reached. The program of the ith company (i _ 1,2 -)
becomes:

p, ,Q_

where (pj. ,Qj) is the solution of the program of the other company O-_i).

Two cases are considered, depending on the nature of the satisfied demand by firm i:

1st case: Di(p_ pj)-_Qi

in this ease, the demand is considered to be not limited by the level of supply but by the price
level. The profit of the company i is given by:

r i((Pi,Q_') / Pj ) = prDi(Pi, Py_4)-Ci (Qi ) .

xi decreases when Qi increases (for a given Pi) SO the couple (Pi, Qi) achieving the maximum

profit for this case takes place when Qi is exactly equal to Di(pi, pj).
The problem reduces here to:

f l Ilax Pi..Di(Pi,Pi_i)-C: (D_(pi p:=_))

L p: is as given

2 _ case: Di(pi,pj_)->Q.i

In this case, the satisfied demand is limited by the level of supply and the program of the
company becomes:

f Max pi.Qi - Ci (Qi)

P, ,Q_

Di(Pi,P/)>Qi

p� isas given

In both cases, the resolution of the associated program and the study of the existence of an

equilibrium are more or less difficult, depending on the respective expressions of the demand

and cost functions. The relationship between p_ and p/ could be studied for different levels

of market share (MS_ = D,/(D, + Dj))(respectively for different levels of profit rt_).

Isomarketshare(resp. isoprofit) curves could be dressed.

7



Application to the linear case:
As it has been shown in the first section, when the functions are linear,
same solution:

Pi* = ci /2+(Di o + laip j ) / 2A i

Qi*= (Dio +glPj --A'iCi)/2

for i, j _ 1,2 ,+_

The ith optimal profit can then be written as:

_i*=((Oio +_iPj -)_ici)/2) 2 /_i -Cio (1')

In conclusion, the ith optimal program is such as:

pi*=(ci+Dio /_,i+(#ti /_i)Pj)/2 , Qi*=(Dio+ktipj-Aici)/2

where j e 1,2

/t corresponds to a Coumot equilibrium which is also here a Nash equilibrium.

p[ =(q + D_o/_ +(bt 112_)p2)/2 and p[ =(c2 +D:ol_2 +(#2/_)p,)/2

both cases lead to the

PI

pi _q

C:/2+D_/2k:

p,(p:*)

p2 eq
C/2+D_o/2k:

Fig6' : static stability of the

equilibrium

PI*(P2)

> P:

MS, = Di(p,,py)/(D,(p,,pj)+ Dj(p,,pj))

= (D,o - A.i.p , + p, pj)/(D,o + Djo - _.,.p, + p:p, - _.j.pj + ll,pj)

= (MS, (I.t, - As ) - lz,)pj = (MS, (lay - A,) - Aj )p, + D,o - MS, (D,o + Dso )

rci = p,D, (pi, p j) - C(Q,)

re, = ( p_ - q )( D_o -Aip, + p,p j ) - C,o

for p, _ ci, p j = (A,p2i + (D,o - _.ici )pi +re, + C,o+ ciDio) / pi(p _-c, ). for a given level of profit

rc_. The figure below sketches the isoprofit cruves giving relationship between p2 and p l.
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B. fuz_v Demand functions

In this subsection, the estmmtion of the demand adopted by each company is considered as

fuzzy. For a given couple of prices (Pl,P2), b,(Pi,P2)iS assumed tO be represented by a

trapezoidal fuzzy number. On the domain p _ _ , some "level mappings" of

z_ (p_, p2 ) can be pointed out:

± . --

• For coherency, these sets cannot intersect.

Application." to the linear case."

Here the level mappings are such as:
k k k

/9,.'(p,, p j) = D; - Z;p, + l_,pj, (i,j_i)_ 1,2 L, kE a, bTL_

here D_, J,*and !1_(< 2,k.) are positive parameters. (l_, )kE_ and (D_ / ;_)_ are taken

as increasing sequences so that these functions do not intersect, it is also assumed that for

every k _ a, br_, the rate Xf / bt_ is a constant equal to a reala, (>1). The firm i will take the

price and the supply level of the firm j as known and it will face a program analogous to the

one treated in the example given in the case of monopoly. And it is the same for the firm j.
Does this situation have an equilibrium?

A first approach of this problem consists tofuzzify solutions found hi the crisp case(see fig. 7):

p? = (c, + D,o 1_.,+ (p, l_.,)p.)i2 , P'2 = (c: + J.o I_.2+ (_ I_)p,)12

Q_ = (b_) + fi,p. -[hc,)12. Q_ = (D. + fi.p, -A..c.)!2

9



with 1);o, f_; and f£, are fuzzy parameters (as described here D;* and )+*+are positive

parameters, k k(D_ ),_ _,_vl{ and (D_+ /3., )k, _.b_g are taken as increasing sequences)

_+ ___+_
2 z+t_

pz**(Pl) P_(PI'*) P_*') P_(Pt *)

[ PI**(P:.)

++

F'ag?

Another approach is to consider the problem as in the first part of the paper (case of

monopoly) where a fuzzy profit is considered. Through defuzzyfication (for example as a

barycenter depending on the shape of the membership function of the satisfied demand,..) one

expected profit can be obtained for each firm i associated with the pairs ( p,, Q, ) and

( P i, Q j ), i_j : _r ," ( p , , Q , , p j _, , Q j _, ) • It can be then maximized with respect
e*

to Pi,Qi, an optimized profit will be obtained • 7ri (Pj,i,Q j+,i) and the

couple ( p [ ( p ?_ _, Q j _ ; ), Q / ( p j _ i, Q j _ ) ) realizes this maximum and then the firm

will expect a fuzzy profit _i ( p +"( p j _, Q j _ ), Q +"( p j _+, Q j _ ) ) .

An eventual equilibrium could be defined by the confi'ontation of these expressions of
solutions:

f ,

(P, (P2,Q 2),Q ,*( P2,Q 2))

( P_ (P,,Q ,),Q 2 ( P,,Q ,))

In this approach the values of the prices and the levels of supplies are defined in a crisp way
and to them are associated fuzzy profits as in the case of monopoly. But in the first approach,

for every couple of prices correspond two degrees of membership and then for each company

a fuzzy profit is associated.

IV. CONCLUSION

A new approach of the resolution of the decision problem of firms has been introduced.
Several domains can use it especially airlines to choose their frequency and ticket prices. The

main advantage of this 'fuzzy' approach is to let the firm be prepared to all possible events

and to take into account the optimistic as the pessimistic attitudes when estimating the

expected demand addressed to the firm.

10
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